Param
eters

Description

Setting range

F1

Defrost time

1～120 Min

F2
1

Defrost cycle

Default
value
30 Min
6 Hour

0～120 Hour
2

Note
Duration time during defrost
The interval during two defrosts
（Auto record every one hour）

Parame
ters

Description

Defau lt
value

Setting range

Parame
ters

Note

0: Cumulative controller work
F3

Defrost cycle
calculation

time after power on
1：Cumulative compressor work

Description

1

F13

calibration of cabinet

F4

defrost

0～120min

1：Hot gas defrost

0

2：wind defrost

start defrost, to make sure the
reliability of the system. After hot

H1

gas defrost, compressor starts after

temperature

than the set value, defrost stops and
-40.0℃～+50.0℃

10℃

time in the mode of
“Run/stop in a

H2

defrost is forbidden.
disabled.

time in the mode of
“Run/stop in a
Cabinet temperature

H3

upper limit alarm
value

compressor 180～1(second)

Cabinet temperature

0 ： Fan and compressor run

Fan running mode

H4

lower limit alarm

Valid under Fan Controlled

c： Fan runs continuously（ no
time delay after dripping）

0

d: Fan runs continuously，stops

value

Mode(H10=0)
Note ： If

H10=1or

H10=2 ， this

H5

parameter item is disabled.

during defrost and dripping

H6

1 ～ 300 ： Fan starts behind

Over temperature
alarm mode
Start buzzer alarm

compressor1～300 (seconds)
F8

Initial fan start time
delay after dripping

0～300S

30S

Compressor start
time delay

0～10Min

0

dripping

H7

compressor start time delay for the

Over temperature
alarm time delay after

Cabinet temperature lower
limit alarm value～85.0℃
-40.0℃～Cabinet temperature
upper lower limit alarm value

20.0℃

-20.0℃

power on

H8

0：No

1

1：Yes

Display mode during

1:Display dEF
2: Display start-defrost cabinet

Start evaporator sensor

alarm

0～50.0℃

5.0℃

H9

calibration of defrost

0

F1 2

alarm time delay

0～120Min

10Min

3

Buzzer beeps or not during alarm

within 15minutes after defrost
temperature.

0：No

1

1：Yes

has an error, temperature could be
-10.0℃～+10.0℃

0.0℃

calibrated by this parameter.
Note：
if H8=0，this parameter is disabled.

“Temp On value + Over temperature

Alarm won’t occur until over

will be disabled.

dripping, it displays real-time cabinet

sensor
0：Fan is controlled by
compressor time

value-over temperature alarm

Over temperature

Note：If H5=1，this parameter item

When the measured cabinet temperature has an error,

alarm value” or lower than “Temp Off
value”, it alarms.

will be disabled.

Note: If the cabinet temperature

If cabinet temperature is higher than
Over temperature

Note：If H5=1，this parameter item

reaches start-defrost-temperature

Temperature

Refrigeration mode：

F11

cabinet sensor fails.

1

temperature

range, there is no over temperature
alarm signal

Compressor start time during when

temperature alarm value

After power on, during this time
2.0Hour

0～24.0Hour

cabinet sensor fails.

0: Absolute temperature
1:Temp On/Off value ± Over

defrost and dripping

from its last stop (include the
initial power on)

F1 0

15Min

0:Normal cabinet temperature

Initial fan start time delay after
Compress start minimum time interval

F9

0～60Min

Compressor stop time during when

proportional time”

-180～-1： Fan starts ahead of

F7

30Min

proportional time”

Note: if H8=0, this parameter will be

synchronically

1～60Min

Compressor start

If defrost sensor temperature is high
Defrost termination

this parameter.

Compressor stop

2 minutes time delay.

F6

temperature has an error,
temperature could be calibrated by

Hide Menu：

compressor stops for 3minutes then

0：Electric heating defrost
Defrost type

0.0℃

Time delay after finishing defrost
Before hot gas defrost, the

F5

-10.0℃～+10.0℃

sensor
3min

Note
When the measured cabinet

Temperature

time after power on
Dripping time after

Default
value

Setting range

1：Fan is controlled by defrost
H10

Fan controlled mode

sensor temperature

0

2：Fan is controller by the

temperature duration is longer than

temperature difference between

this parameter.

cabinet sensor and defrost
4

Note：if H8=0，this parameter is
disabled.

between refrigeration and
heating, the timer of “defrost
cycle” will be cleared and it
will start timing again.

Defrost control
Compressor control

Electric-heating

Hot gas defrost

defrost

Fan control
The controller

0：
Refrige
ration

The controller controls the
start/stop of compressor
according to the parameter “On

controls the
The controller controls the start/stop of defrost

start/stop of

device according to the parameter “def cycle” and

fan according

“def time”.

Temp” and “Off Temp”

to Fan
controlled
mode

Heating is realized by controlling the start/stop of
defrost device according to the parameter “heating
start temperature” and “heating stop temperature”.
Note：If heating is realized
by hot gas theory, defrost is
1：
Heating

In hot gas defrost, compressor

realized by controlling the

starts；

Note： If heating is

start/stop of defrost device

In electric-heating defrost,

realized by

according to “Defrost cycle”

compressor doesn’t work.

heater(electric-heatin

and “Defrost time”.At this

g), there is no defrost

time, condenser is in the

function.

status of defrost, therefore,

Fan runs
continuously，
stops during
defrost and
dripping

“defrost termination
temperature” is invalid.
After refrigeration, if the calculation of “defrost

During

cycle” is not finished, and it starts heating, then the

refrigeration:

timer of “defrost cycle” and “defrost time” is cleared.

the controller

After refrigeration, if there is no heating

Integrated the function of
refrigeration and heating,
2：
Consta
nt
temper
ature

controls the

proceeded, and it finishes the calculation of “defrost

start/stop of

cycle”, then it starts defrost.

fan according

Note：The defrost function takes priority over
refrigeration and heating function.

to fan
controlled
mode.

Note 1： During

execute the corresponding
refrigeration or heating function

refrigeration, if finish

in each phase.

“defrost cycle”, then it
begins hot gas defrost on
Note：If heating is
realized by heater

the evaporator.
During heating, if
finish “defrost cycle”, then

During
heating：Fan
and heater

(electric-heating),

it begins hot gas defrost on

there is no defrost

the evaporator.

run/stop

function.

Note 2：During the switch

synchronically,

5

6

synchronically,
stop during
defrost and
dripping.
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